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ELEY shooters Sergey Kaminskiy (RUS) and Petar Gorsa (CRO) took gold and silver in the 10m
Air Rifle final at the 52nd ISSF World Championships in Changwon Korea. Kaminskiy was
leading throughout the competition when his second to last shot, pulled to an 8.9 bringing him
back level to Gorsa. The final shot of 10.6 secured the win for Kaminskiy. It was an incredible
final with both shooters, on top form. Straight after the event, Kaminskiy told us,
“I am really happy, I didn’t realise what happened because I didn’t expect to be a world
champion. When you work – you think only about your current shot, loading, pulling the trigger
but you only know what will happen – when it is over. This win is so amazing but it has not sunk
in yet. Thank you ELEY for all your support, I am very, very happy” .
Gorsa was also delighted “Because I have now secured a quota place it takes all the pressure
off which will make it so much easier for all my upcoming competitions. It was a great result.“
Anna Korakaki was pushed to the limit but hit gold in the Womens 10m Air Pistol with Zorana
Arunovic another ELEY sponsored athlete taking silver.
Other ELEY Changwon wins have included Olena Kostevych and Oleg Omulchuk from the
Ukraine mixed team who won bronze in the 10m Air Pistol. In the 10m Air Rifle Mixed Team
event, Mr Yang Haoran from the People’s Republic of China won gold and the Russian team of
Anastasia Galashina and Vladimir Maslennikov took bronze.
ELEY tenex dominated the 50m men pistol event with Om Prakash Mitharval (India) Gold,
Damir Mikec (Serbia) Silver and Bronze to Daemyung Lee (Korea).
Junior shooters have also delighted in the ELEY air phenomenom with Yoo Hyunyoung and Lim
Hojin (Korea) taking silver in the 10M mixed team air pistol junior event.
“ELEY are thrilled to have such great results from teamELEY athletes. The quality of shooting
has been extraordinary, especially when you consider the added pressure of competing for the
first quota places of the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games. We wish all our shooters continued
success and look forward to supporting them in the coming days,” said ELEY’s Marketing
Director Abigail Darke.
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ELEY , the leading British engineering company, was established in 1828 and is globally

recognised as the premier manufacturer of .22LR rimfire ammunition. The highly qualified team
based at our UK production facility includes internationally recognised specialists in internal
and external ballistics, powder dynamics, and metrology. The ELEY product range includes
ELEY tenex, the world’s most successful .22LR competition cartridge.
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